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1. According to the article, why do some people think hosting the Olympics or World Cup is a bad deal? 
o. They don’t like sports.
g.  They think it costs too much and isn’t worth it.
a.  They don’t like tourists.
m.  All of the above

2. How could scientists tell that Stonehenge was once a complete circle of stones?
e.  It was part of an ancient religion.
l.   It makes sense for it to have once been a circle.
d. The grass where the missing stones was stood turned brown.
y.  No one knows.

3. Which of these is true about Eva Schloss? 
p.  She knew Anne Frank before World War II.
s. After the war, her mother married Anne Frank’s father.
r.  She also went to a concentration camp.
w.  All of the above

4. With which of these statements would Jasmine Douglas probably disagree?
i.  “Plants vs. Zombie” books are fun for a little while, but then they get boring.
d.  “Plants vs. Zombie” books are a way to have fun when you can’t play the computer game version.
x.  There are a lot of ways to enjoy these books.
l.   “Plants vs. Zombie” books are for little kids.

5. Why did Judy Delmain decide to write stories about a kid with Down’s Syndrome?
h. She has written five books.
u. She enjoys writing.
o. Her books are full of imagination.
e. She couldn’t find any stories about kids like that.

6. Which of these statements is true about St. Mary’s Glacier?
y. It only has snow on it in the winter.
h. You can bring your dog there.
f.  It is a long drive from Denver.
t. All of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this question:

This messenger appears in some very popular
kids books!                                                                     ______   ______   ______   ______   ______   ______ 
                                                                                              6            5              2             3            4             1

What do you think?
According to the reviewer, “Plants vs Zombies” books are particularly fun if  you can’t use your computer 
to play. What are some other ways to have fun without using a computer? Write about a favorite activity 
that you enjoy which doesn’t require computers or even electricity?



Proofreading:
There are four errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

They had explored so many things that one day thay noticed there were 

nothing left to explored, so they decided to live at a house nere the ocean 

where they could stay put.

Summarize the story:
Use three sentences to tell about St. Mary’s Glacier.

1.

2.

3. 

Look it up!
Fiji is not the world’s only island nation. For each of these nations made up of one or more islands, tell 
what ocean or sea it is in, and name its official language or languages.  We’ve done the first one for you.

 Sri Lanka    Indian Ocean    Sinhalese, Tamil

 Cuba

 Iceland

 Malta

 Tuvalu

 United Kingdom


